
From the best authentic Mexican in Phoenix, to the
latest hot spot in Manhattan, to Cleveland’s favorite
ice cream stand, CNN Airport Network’s “Food Finds”
highlights local flavors, unique restaurants and chefs
who create fantastic food.

FOOD FINDS

Tips from small business owners on how to tackle big
issues and succeed in today’s marketplace.

THINKING BIG

Golf pros from the PGA National Resort and Spa take
viewers through hands-on demonstrations of important
skills such as how to improve your chip shots, stop the
slice and make the dreaded three-foot putt.

GOLF TIPS

BUSINESS CLASS
Upgrade your travel experience with CNN Airport
Network’s guide to the best travel advice, accessories and
technologies. Business Class offers tips from choosing a
travel laptop, to how to stay fit on the road, to getting the
most from your frequent traveler rewards cards.

CNN Airport Network is a 24/7/365 live programming service specifically customized for the
airport environment. Programming includes the best of CNN and HLN, including breaking
news, business and financial reports, sports updates, weather, lifestyle and travel features. 
Airport Network also carries live NFL and NBA games during regular and playoff seasons.

PROGRAMMING
SPECIAL FEATURE



The “Opening Bell” segment on CNN Airport Network
brings viewers front and center at the New York Stock
Exchange. The live report provides a recap of the previous
day’s market events and a preview of the market day
ahead. 

OPENING BELL

Life made easier with features from Real Simple magazine.
Weekly segment released in conjuction with Real Simple’s
issue on the newsstand.

REAL SIMPLE

Each week the InStyle segment brings the magazine’s
signature style to television with features on celebrities,
lifestyle, beauty and fashion. Weekly segment released
in conjuction with InStyle’s issue on newsstands

INSTYLE

INNOVATORS
Innovators profiles top creative thinkers of our day in such
varied fields as music, education, business, architecture,
engineering and technology.

Profiles of great musicians, designers, chefs, architects
and others whose passion has driven them to be leaders
in their field. 

ICONS OF CULTURE

Living your dreams means learning to push beyond your
limits, to accept no boundaries. No Boundaries profiles
outstanding individuals who rise above personal
challenges to live their lives to the fullest.
 

NO BOUNDARIES

During the PGA tournament season, CNN Airport
Network keeps viewers up-to-date with the PGA Leader
Boards, snapshots of the player standings, updated
throughout the tournaments. 

PGA LEADER BOARDS

SKI TIPS
Learn how to master the slopes with the ski school
experts from Steamboat. The tips will inspire new skiers
to take to the slopes and give more experienced skiers
the confidence to challenge themselves further.

The Showbiz Tonight Entertainment Report gives
CNN Airport Network’s viewers a behind-the-scenes
movie pass to the latest releases from Hollywood.

SHOWBIZ TONIGHT MOVIE PASS

You’re away from home and away from your routine.
CNN Airport Network’s Safe Travels offers a guide to
steps you can take and products you can use to keep
yourself and your belongings safe and secure.

SAFE TRAVELS

When travel affects your sleep, your diet and your
exercise routine, it's a challenge to feel your best. Healthy
Living gives CNN Airport Network’s viewers tips to stay
well both at home and on the road.

HEALTHY LIVING

TRAVEL GUIDE
Travel guide takes viewers to some of the world’s
most exciting destinations, with beautiful footage,
maps and great expert advice on planning a trip to
each unique location.

Travel + takes you off the beaten path for a few hours
of fun, featuring unique experiences and unusual
destinations in and around some of America’s favorite
cities. 

TRAVEL +

If you’ve got an extra day on a business trip, Last Minute
Layover offers some ideas on great places worthy of a
visit. 

LAST MINUTE LAYOVER

A buyer’s guide to the latest technologies and gadgets,
from cameras to MP3  players,to cell phones and
software. 

NEXT 2.0

DESTINATION FORECAST
We offer sponsored weather segments during peak
travel times. 7- 10a and 4-7p, Monday through Friday, in
ad breaks during CNN/HLN on CNN Airport Network.
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